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College Kills
Thousands
of students

May 22, 1979

USSA on Capital Hill

Allending college may be hazardo us to
yo ur health.
Like a sniper shooti ng randomly into a
crowd, ~ uicidc kilb th ow.ands of college
st udent s every year.
According to l'vtarv \1illcr, Ph .LJ., a consultant in 'i uicidology based in Sa n Diego,
su icide was the second leading ca use of death
on Arn_crican ca mpu ses in 1978 . Only acciden ts were n:spomibli: for more L· o ll c~iate
death s and many accidcnh arc act:rall y
di ~g u i~cd suicide'. Other srr icid··,
'
•·rr·L. JlUI.poscd Jy certified by th e aut hn ritics as ac cident s to protect survivors from sti gma
and / or to increase the amo unt of insurance
benefit s payable.
The rea l traged y o f collegiate ~ uicide s is
that the situa tion appears tu be growin g
worse. for example , in 1955, the suicide rate
for people aged 20 through 24 was 5.11 per
Sllull-nts frum as far as Alaska ;md Ca lifornia gather at lJ SSA Confnerwc at
Pirtured arr r\atiunal Roard Ml·mhl·rs .
100,000. By 1965 the rate had risen to 8.9 per
/JY Freddie Washington
de..:ca ~ cd and di ~ahlcd. Thc fund ~ <trc sla ted
100,000 and by 1975 it had !cared all the way
to be pha, ed nu t over a four year period.
to 16.5 per 100 ,000.
The Unit ed St a te \ Stud ento., A\\oc . l. obbyProponent ~ or th e move r e a ~ on that the
"' Wi th the suicide rate among yo ung peo.ng Confe rence recently held at ma ry la nd
already >trai ned ex isting aid programs ca n
ple almu.,t tripiing in 20 years, it appears that
cln ivc rs :t y revea led ~ o rn e h ar~ h realiti e ~ for
take o n servici ng these student s.
"do n .."dor e p ill.:mi<.: of ~c\1 - ueslru<:\ iv.: b ehavior is
•tmlents to look forward to . The five major
Additional distre -,~ comes with the ad now evident in the United States," Dr. Miller
egisla t ive issue\ 1hat ~ o rn e 200 -, rudcnts lob mini .'> tra tion;s proposal to ..:ut T RI O pro recentl y observed.
1ied lor or again't in th e nation ' '> cap it al in gram \ hy $ 10 million when it ha -, requested a
The prob lem of su icide on cam pu ses has
:ludcd a bill to cstab li -, h an a..:adc mic educabecome so \videspread tha t people who at $30 million increase to $170 milli o n which
iou department; ..:o nt co., t the reque ~ t o r rnajor r
tend college have at leas t a 50 percent greater
will ~ervc only 9 percent of eligible poor
.tni \·crsi t ies to exe mp t reve nu e producin g
chance of dying by suicide than do yo ung
~ ~ udc nt s .
•port s, namel y, footba ll fro m Titlc IX
people in the same age gro up who do n' t at T he most rad ical pr o p o~a l o f all was th e
;.:gulation o; ; decrea s e ~ in vi tal finan cia l pro-•
tend college.
ca ll for peaceti me draft. A move ~ cc n by
; r;11n s lik e TRIO th at ' erv iccs di s<llhan tagcd
What can yo u do to help? !.cam the w·aru many observer' as a preambk to beefi ng up
, tudcnh; ..:utting out ~duca ti o n a l ~ lk· ial >Cr ing signs o f suicide and be persistent in obman(Xl"er to be s\\ Cp t to thL' ..:o nrli ;,;ts in
vi..:e bcncl"its to children o f di o.,ab led a nd
taining profession al assistance for a friend
A fric: a a nd A\ia. It i> al~o viewed by so me a\
Jcn:a ~ed pare nts a nd blocking or peacetime
when yo u spot the clues in his/ her life.
a means o f ma king U'>C o f 13l <u.: ks and
Jrafy. The directi o n that a ll thc>e progra ms
One o f the strongest clues is a prev ious at Hi~p<Hlic s that crowd un cmrloyment lin es
,.:e m to be takin g ha'> a keen ' imilarit y to th e
tempt ed suicide, especially if the attcmrt was
and colleges and fina cial ai d program\ .
,ocia l co nditi o ns before and during th e
seri ous enough to have ca used death.
The USSA reels that ed uca tion is one of
rioto u ~ si.x tic-, .
the lt:w co ntrolla ble budgets in the H.E. \V .
Related behaviora l clues arc thl' typica l
The most u ucia l legislation fight by th e
depressive symt oms st11:h as loss of: the ability
cobweb a nd is more vu ln erab le to cu ts ..
U.S.S .A. and it> affi li a tes. th e Third World
Ed ucat io n also rece ives inadequate represento ·;leer. concentration . energy, sex dri ve. ar Student Coalition, Natio na l W o m en· ~
petite. and zest for lifl: .
tati o n in the cabinet. The Pre~ident has been
St ud ents Associat ion, SASY and the USS of
So met i me ~ college student s in a prl:suicidal
heard to -,ay th at "Fd uca l io n ha\ onl y been
CUNY and o ther ' wa~ lJver th e iS'- ue to cut
sta te will give <l'Nay a valued possesion, such
mentiLlned a few times in the cabi net."
soc ial sec urit y bcndits to ~ t ude nt s uf the
as a st erco o.,c t or a pair of expen sive skis. and
say: "Take thi o., ; I won't be needin g it
anymore ."
Si tu ati ona l clu e-, might includ e the sudden
endi ng of a rei at iomh ip with a ~pou s e or
lover, a drastic d rop in grades, being fired
we re in vo lved in the distri buti o n of narcotics.
By Sylvan Jolibois
from a job whic h th e o., tud cnt needs in ord er
T he in vestigation, which start ed tn
In a move to crack dow n on the sale of ilto remai n in school, or loss of o th er fin ancial
September,
1978, was conducted by a team
lega l substan..:es o n campu s, four security
assistance.
o
f
undercover
agents from then o ffice of Lt .
gua rds were arrested Thursday, May 17, on
When several of these danger signals arc
Martin O'Boyle, Head of the Bronx N'l rcharges of selling narco ti cs.
apparent, Dr. Miller urges friends of the
The four securit y guards, Nat Dixon, 25 of co tics Squad, in collaboratioin with the
troubled student to co ntact the student health
2170 Universit y Ave .; Robert Adams, 26, of D.A. 's o ffice . The team, posing as student s
or coun selin g service, a cri sis center. or a
875 Morrison Ave .; Gary Bernard, 27, of384 of the college, infiltrated the campu s and
communi! y mental health center as quickly as
possible.
E. 193 St.; and William Matos, 26, of 940 foc used their interest on the Gould Student
Simpso n Street; alo ng with a fifth ma n, Center building. Apparentl y thi s edifice is the
He emphas izes that the longer yo u hesit ate
Broderick Joll y, 27, of 20 W. Mosholu preferred sit e of gambling and drug consum to seek help fo r a potentially suicid al friend,
Parkway, all of th e Bronx, were presented ing element s.
the less lik elihood there is that vou' ll ever
In the indict ment s, the charges were as
have a second chance •.o tx helpf;tl .
with indictment s by th e office of Bron x
s: Dixon : Sale of cocaine on October
follow
District Attorney Mario Merola. Jolly, a
Rqwrl!'r's Vil·w
12,
and
October 26, 1978; Adams: Sale o f conative of G uya nn a, res iding illeaglly in the
R\' Ronnie Hastings
ca
ine
on
April 10, and April 16, 1979; Jolly:
United States, is still being sought by the
ThL·~c arc terri fyi ng figlii"L' ~ ' '' s; l\ I li e· k ;tst;
Sale
o
f
Heroin
on April 10, and March 26,
and the fa ct that the y ;trL· in n,·. rsill f! ' " r;q, id auth orities.
1979;
and
a
sale
of cocaine on March 26. Berly i<o rnind -llL'ndi ng. ] lH>kill f! ;rr til L· c· •> ld t.rrl\
The indictment s carne a~ a result of a nine
nard:
A
sale
of
cocaine
on April 2, and again
month on-campus in ves tigati on requested by
leads lln c Ill l liink - wli ;tl is hL" III f! dlll lL.- > ]] ;1\
on
March
20,
and
26;
and
a sale of heroi n on
the Administ rati o n. int o allega tio ns that
~ociet y acknowled ged thi s ir11.: rcdihk dat;t.
Arril
10,
and
March
26,
1979;
Matos : A sale
members of the securit y comp lex of BCC
Arc people lka ling "ith it ? Wha t r e~ om c c s
!Continued on Page Bl

Mar)"land Lnin•rsil).
Ho1\ ever U. S. Senat o r Dani el loyniha 11 opposed the bill statin g th at its ~ c o pe ~ hould in clude all phaseo, of education. t'vloynihan abo
expressed concern that the project wou\d be
roo vu ln erable ro becomiug a politically conI rolled derart mc11 t.
Alth ough football a nd Lll her male reve nu e
~ port s clai m th at the (;OSt fa..: to r make ' it illogica l to function on an eq ual cxpcn -,e
budget, the USSA op poses ex emption o n
<llnendm cnt s beca use they 1\LHtld pr e~e nt
weake nin g dfcc b and '> Oo n beco me
di~a~trous. AcL·ordi ng to USSA Repo rt\,
foo tball in many univcr~itics has been a
lllOII CV loo.,er .
The questi on o f ..:o11rli..:t with Title IX is
th at many univc.:rsit ie' arc comrlaining that
revcnue o, drawing s port~. nam ely football
<, ]wuld be exempt fro m the equ al menwomen budget regula rion. Universities argue
that foot ball w st., more to suppor t. The
U.S.S.A. is stro ngly opposed to amendin g
the regu lation., for rear th at once it '>ta rt s
women may lo se out altogether. A..:cord in g
to U.S.S.A. report~ it ~eerm that football on
ma ny ca mpttse ~ it rea ll y a money lo o,cr.

•

security guards caught 1n drug net
of cocai ne on Feb . 22, and a sa le of marijuana on Jan. 30, 1979 .
The case is being presented by assistant
District Attoryney, Steven Rucker. All five
defendants face life in priso n, if convicted.
Role of Administration
How the investigat ion was accomplished
remain s unk ow n to members o f the college;
however some confusion exists as to the role
o f the Administration in the event s preceding
the arrests. Acco rding to the Thursday, May
17 press statement released by the Administrat ion, "The college worked closely
with the police in an o n-site investigation
over the course of the past nine months."
The statement indi ca tes that a working relationshir was cstabiished between the College
Administration, the Bronx Narcotics Bureau,
scmmeingly to insure the success of this
cnt errrisc. Howeve r in an int erview with the
Communicator. Dean of Administraion,
·, continued on Page 8)
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Never too late
to learn
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B\' Lillian Church MacBain
As many mature women do, I went to
work parr lime when my babies were
grown. However, I found it easy adjusting
to different offices. My problems starred
when I decided to go back to school. My
initial intention was to take one or two
courses two evenings a week just to enjoy.
I never expected the communtiy college I
applied to to accept me as a matriculated
student since I lacked the academic subjects in high school. In trying to make up
the math, which consisted of algebra and
geometry, I failed the first test after going
for a month . That evening I came home
crying. There I was standing in our lving
room with the tears running down my
cheeks while my husband laughed. One of
my daughters said, "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going." Although I
felt very much like quitting, I hainted the
math lab and within the allolled time
passed and wmpleted that first hurdle .
One physical education course was required . Wanting to get it over with, I
decided to take intermediate swimming.
At the first class meeting the instructor
asked who knew the breast stroke. A
young man and myself raised our hands.
lmmeduatcly he informed us that we
belonged in the advanced class. Registering is a hassle. Changing classes is more of
a nui~ance. It entails going from one line
to another and one building to another.
The computer invariably breaks down
further delaying the procedure. Well,
finally, there I was with my maturity
showing competing with young men and
women in their early twenties. Trying to
stand with my feet flat on the bottom of
the pool in eight feet of water proved to be
my most difficult test. I was too buoyant.
The instructor said that I psychologically
did not want to go under the water. We
performed 1 he butterfly s rroke,
backstroke, side stroke, breast stroke, and
forward crawl. What a workout!
On an endurance test which consisted
of eight circles covering three-quarters of

the area of the large pool-using a different type of stroke for every two
circles-a twenty-three year old young
man pooped out while I completed them.
That made me feel winded but happy.
During tests I often thought I must be a
masochist to put myself through such
pressure. However, I hated to quit.
Thinking it best to get all performance
courses over with as soon as possible, I
registered for shorthand and typing. What
pressure trying to complete letters, tabulations, manuscripts, legal papers, etc. in a
limited amount of time. Good marks, I
have read, are more important to mature
students than to younger ones. That drive
adds personal pressure. In my haste to
finish on time I left out the l.ast line of a
tabulation. There I was pressured and
rushing on a test putting the paper and
carbon copy into the machine, erasing and
completing the material just as the bell
sounded. That particular class requires · a
spped of 65 words a minute for 5 minutes
with no more than 5 errors. That means
lots of time in the lab practicing.
Many people ask me why I am going to
college. I tell them that I am sick of my
children being smarter than I. They are
both teachers and have their Masters
degrees. Besides, hasn't my husband over
the years impressed on me how dumb I
am?
By going part time it will take forever to
get an Associate degree which is what I am
aiming for and will be satisfied with.
Whenever I see another student who
looks middle-aged, I feel less foolish. It's
never too late to improve one's self so I
keep telling myself. My ultimate goal is to
become a school secretary. However, with
the city's budget cuts, hiring is at a standstill. Hopefully, by the time I finish the
curriculum, there will be openings. Even
though my husband does not like me going out two night s a week, he is talking
about me going to sumner school so I can
finish . No doubt, he is tired of cold suppers or plates heating over hot water.

B.S.A. workshops

Visit drop-in center
B\' Linda Hodge
Students and parents do you have a school
versus babysitter crisis? Did you miss half of
your class taking little ones to the bathroom
or taking a hallway stroll for a little talk when
the class couldn't hear? Do you have difficulty in concentrating between the pleas of
"shut up," "sit up" and "stop?" If your
answer is yes to any of the above questions,
then perhaps you should consider BCC's two
month old program, the Drop-In Center.
The Drop-In Center, which opened on
March 12th, was initiated to aid students with
school-aged children while they attend
classes. The center, which is funded by student activities fees, was voted in by BCC Inc.
for the children to utilize in lieu of attending
classes with their parent s. The utilization of
the center is being observed to con sider the
fea sibility of continuing the service next
semester. The ultimate decision is up to
students utilizing such a service and their supporting the need . The open and relaxed environment of the center welcomes children
ages 5-12 from 2 p.m. til 8 p.m ., Monday
through Thursday. To enroll your child you
simply drop in and fill out the necessary
form . A small fee is also requested to cover
snacks for the children for the entire
semester.
The center is staffed by a Director, Ass is-

rant Director and three college/work study
students. Betsy Hasted!, the Director has
worked with children in classroom sellings
and worked with children in Japan. The
center is set up in a spacious 2 level house
located at 2195 Andrews Avenue. Outdoor
activites and games arc played in the
backyard which contains a sliding board, swings, and a cli~ing dome. Among the activities and equipment enjoyed by the
children are arts and crafts, reading singing,
homework tutoring, sewing and indoor
games. Enjoyable snacks of fruit, sandwiches, hot meals and milk arc s'erved to the
children.
The center's capacity for children is great
although the num.ber has slowly increased
since its inception . Some student s registered
their children in April unaware that such a
program existed . One student, upon seeing a
fellow st udcnt dragging her child to class,
told her of the Drop-In Center . The woman
curtly replied, "I'm not interested" and
dragged the child on. Students, don't we
need this service? It need s your support or it
will be another program down the tubes. To
aid in the future planning of this program,
questionnaires asking your child care needs
arc available in Gould Student Center, room
102.

Black Nurses Association announces a
workshop, "From R.N. to B.S.N." for the
N.S.N. aspirant, on Saturday, June 23rd
from 9 to 4 p.m. at Teacher's College, in
the Horace Mann Auditorium on !2oth
Street and Amsterdam. The registration fee
is $10.
Fall Opportunities For
Independent Studies
The gerater Harlem Nursing Home,
!38th Street between Lenox and Ftlth
A venue. Adopt a Grand Parent Project
-Eight Wednesdays, 6 to 8 p.m. An ongoing instructional program for teenagers,
ages roughly between 14 and 17, is sponsored by the BNA at the Greater Harlem
Nursing Home.
Each session consist of theoretical instruction utilizing the lecture discussion
mode with media materials, followed by opportunities for actual interaction with
Senior Citizen residents of the facility.
Discussions center on the characteristics
and needs of the elderly and the
characteristics including phsyiological and
psycho-social aspects. Special attention is
given to hypertension, vision, hearing, seppech, nutrition, community participation
and recreaitonal needs, and so on.
Preceptors are available to the teenagers
for direct assistance with these experiences.
Students may serve as preseptors under the
supervision and direction of BNA
members .
Professional instruction and guidance is
provided by faculty teaching in Community

and Senior colleges.
This is a special opportunity for independent study projects in Health, Sociology,
Psychology, Anthropology, Journalism
and related disciplines. Evaluations and
references will be provided for students
who wish to use this experience for their
school work.
Contact Prof. P. Baskett, leave name
and telephone number in writing, Gould
Tech. I, room 413, box 28. Please do not
telephone message.
Mainstream project, Riverside church,
handicapped children. Help in a Sunday
School class, Ecumenical approach, Intensive training workshop, planned for early
September. Contact same as above.

•--•• divide $10,scholarshlp
Professor Alice P. Fuller, Chairperson of
the Nursing Department was presented with a
$10,000 Allstate Foundation Scholarship gift
by the Foundation's Executive Director, Mr.
John T. Murphy.
The scholarship monLy is to be distributed
to Nursing students based upon need and
minimum academic index of 3.50.
Congratulations go to Fay Adams, Annabelle Azurdia, Linda Brown, Linda
Brucato, Irene Dorre, Sybil Guthrie,
Deborah Jones, Janice Pa ~. er, Annie
Seymour and Mary Sweeney.

BY Linda Hodge
There was an air of excitement on campus
as I among men, women and children claimed our numbers, exercised and made trial
runs on the track field in preparation for the
Bronx Community College Hall of Fame 10
Kilometer Run . This event, the lst Annual
Marathon Run wa~ held on Sa turday, May
5th . The Marathon Run was sponsored by
Citibank who contributed a grant to pay for
the expenses of setting up the race and their
representative Joe Condon participated in
the event. We also had the complete cooperation of the Department s of Police and Sanitation.
As a participant, this writer enjoyed the
run tremendously for it was fun, exciting and
a challenge to run 6.2 miles . There was much
eagerness as we gathered at the starting line.
BANG-thai shot was fired and the race was
on. Encouraging words were shouted from
policemen and Race Officials- " Pick up
your feet!"-a s we made out way along the
Hall of Fame Terrace.
The 10 K Marathon Run was an exhilirating sight through the streets of the

Bronx, as spectators of all ages gathered to
cheer the runners on . Crowds gathered at
corners, people hung from windows and sat
on cars. Shopkeepers came outside their
stores to lend a smile or shout words of encouragement to us as we made our way
toward the Grand Concourse .
The Marathon, a 6.2 mile run, started at
the BCC track field, rari along the Hall of
Fame Terrace, straight across University
Avenue to ·Grand Avenue and turned north
to 184th Street. At 184th Street the course
proceeded east to the Grand Concourse to
the tip of Van Courtland! Park, and back
again along the former route to, a most appropriate finish, the Hall of Fame Terrace.
Many City officials who haw ties with or
grew up in the Bronx presented awards to the .
top winners of the IOK Run. David Oinkins,
City Clerk, from the Mayor's Office; Stanley
Simon, Borough President; Woody McNeal,
Commissioner of Sanitation; Mario Biaggi.
and Basil Patterson were among the 1•uc·s: ; in
attendance.
A nurse and doctor were present 011 .;ampus in case their assistance was needed . An

I
.... ,.

atterson

Season finish for field teams
Softball

BY S)·lvan Jolibois

In an excitement filled game, BCC's
Women's softball team came from behind
·n overtime, to defeat the Sullivan Community College Squad 5-4 in the eigth inning.
The home team fell behind quickly in the
irst inning when Sullivan sent six players to
he plate, resulting in two runs, against
CC pitcher Diona, via a couple of walks, a
ase hit and one error by the BCC infield.
Both pitchers, however, took control of
he game until the fifth inning when, with
he horne team at bat, Marlene Wahler
inglcd, Beverly Bridges was hit by a pitch,
oan Oliva singled to the infield, to load the
ases. Rosie Williams then drove the BCC
first run with a sacfly to center, with runers moving on the throw to home plate,
and Kim Boyd tied it with another sacfly .

Baseball

The Men's baseball team after finishing
the regular season with a 7-9 overall record
and a 6-6 regional record, qualified for the
third time in five years for playoffs in the
Region XV Tournament.
Unfortunately, the Broncos lost 9-7 to
the third seeded Westchester squad, which
had an overall record of 17-9. The game
was tied 5-5 after six. innings, but was lost in
the eigth and ninth innings when the opposition scored four times. The Broncos did
have the tying runs on base in the ninth, but
failed to score. Coach Gus Constantine
confided that, ·:The team lost because 14
batters ~~ruck out."

Raul Ortiz, a 13 year old from Grand Avenue
said, "I didn't know about it; and I was surprised to see all those people running in the
street, especially the older people." Both
agreed that had they known about it, they
would have entered . Rudy , of Piniero
Grocery Store said, "The Sanitation
Department came to ask for my cooperation
by removing any garbage from the street
area; and I enjoyed it."
There seemed to be great support for BCC.
Millie Hidalgo, a BCC student served as a
Race Official and was stationed at the turning point at Van Courtland! Park . She said,
"I enjoyed the race; and at J he turning point,
the runners had serious faces and still looked
energetic." Millie also added, "I was just setting up when the winner, Art Hall, appeared
at the turning point well ahead of the others.
Ana Hernandez, another official added, "1
observed some of the runners' difficulties on
the hill coming up toward Aqueduct Ave.
and the traffic was slow, which made the
motorists impatient at some points."
Marlain Waller, another official said,
"George Jacobs, the 73 year old runner, ran
with ease, didn't seem tired and was not
sweating." President Brown's comment was,
"I enjoyed running and I enjoyed the IOK
run ." Prof. Nancy Birnbaum said, "I never
ran before and I didn't think I would run that
far. I started training about a month prior to
the race and I knew I could do about 4 miles.
I think it was a great event."
Some of the winners and their times were
as follows: Art Hall, I st prize, group 30-39,
31.59; Rufus Schatzberg, I st prize, group 60
plus, 43.27; George Jacobs, 2nd prize, group
60 plus, 49.46; Prof. N. Birnbaum, 2nd
prize, group 50-59, I hour and 21 seconds.
The official time and place of each runner
will be posted thi s week.

Tennis season wrap-up

Th~ score was tied until the seventh when
he visiting team scored two more runs , on
base hit, a triple and an error by the
ronx catcher. The score was 4-2, then .

BY Sewsankar Saroop

However, in their half of the seventh,
BCC came back to ti.e against, when Beverly singled over second base; Rosie and Kim
alked; catcher Chris Hughly singled off
third base for one RBI and -Yvonne
Moore's sacfly brought home the tying run.
In the eigth, the home crowd, sensing
that the team might actually get their first
win, started shouting their enthusiasm and
support. BCC's Rosemary Smith lead . off
with a walk, and after two outs, stole second base. With the crowd now wild, Joan
Oliva stepped to home plate and lined a
chalked single past the outstretched hand of
Sullivan's third baseman to drive in the winner; and the women's softball team had
their first victor , 5-4.

1

ambulance was enroute along the running
stretch and Policemen! attended traffic at
major intersections. Bob Teak of NBC News
was also present.
The marathon Run, which was open to all,
was grouped into age categories, ranging
from 14 and under through 60 plus. There
were 530 entries registered of which 424 actually ran and 412 finished. Among the participants were President Brown, Dean Steuerman, Prof. N. Birnbaum, BCC students,
running clubs, children, and senior citizens.
The oldest participant, 73 years old, George
Jacobs, topped quite a number of runners
with his finishing time of 49.46 minutes.
The entire middle lane of the Grand Concourse was closed to traffic as hundreds of
runners were observed by curious motorists,
threading their .way past the slowed down
traffic .
Marathon runners found the day ideal for
the competition as a the bright sun combined
with a spring breeze to provide optimum conditions for running. And not only running,
but other Saturday activities besides. During
the run, I saw strollers, bicyclists,
pedestrians, bench sitters, and dog walkers.
Up in the Bedford Park area the IOK harriers
managed to intercept with a big church wedding. Bride and guests turned to observe the
hundreds of runners racing through the middle of the Grand Concourse, and for a moment it was not the bride who was center
stage on her wedding.
The following gave their reaction to the
run: AI Lettson, a shopkeeper on the corner
of West 181st Street said, "It was encouraging and different. I think people would really
participate in the future, if the president of
the college keeps pushing for these types of
events. I found out about it just after it
started because I thought it was a funny sight
to see all those people running in the street. •:

Highlights: Terry Raphael who pitched
six strong innings, Lepido Polanco had a
.500 B.A ., David Otero .481, and Roberto
' I rrizarry .405.
Coach Constantine is highly optimistic
about next season . "Since our nucleus is .
coming back, I feel that we will be in better
position next year. We have a pretty good
chance at finishing first in the conference
and even go to the semifinals in the
x ai d.

The BCC Men's Tennis Team just ended
its season with a 2-6 record . Albeit the
mediocre final results, it should be noted that
the team lost four close encounters (less than
two points), due primarily to the inexperience
of the rookie players, their inability to withstand the ·pressure of representing B.C.C.
However, as in every losing season, there
were hopeful signs for the future, as well as
proud moments of accomplishments.
The number three doubles team of
Sewsankar Saroop and Booker Manigault,
won three matches in a row, and John Ng
won three out -of his last four matches. The
team performed well in their matches against
Fashion Institute of Technology and
Westchester Community College, winning
7-2 and 5-4.
Against Westchester, Miguel Almanzar
won 6-2, 6-3; Sewsankar Saroop whipped his

opponent with a 6-1, 6-0 thrashing. Carlos
Gauthier, Len Boyd, John Ng and herman
(Gee) Simmons all registered victories by the
respective scores of: 6-2, 6-4; 4-6, 7-6, 6-3;
6-0, 6-0; and 6-1, 6-... The other victories
came from winning two out of three doubles
matches.
Sewsankar Saroop won top honors in two
categories. He was named Most Valuable
Player, and Athlete of the Year, the Iutter
coming from havin_g the highest cumulative
index of the Athletic C.:>mmunity. Carlos
Gauthier, for his outstanding improvement,
received the Sportsmanship Award.
Coach Frank Wong is extremely .:ptimistic
about next year. "We will have most of the
guys coming back," he said, meaning,
Miguel Almanzar, Len Boyd, Carlos
Gauthier, John Ng, and Douglass (Magilla
Gorilla) Henderson.
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AdelphiS
Virgi ·
Brien has
good news for 1979
Bronx
nity
lege graduates:
'

'~t Adelphi University,

qualified transfer
students
•
can now rece1ve a
Trustee Scholarship.equal to
one-third of tuition."
"Our scholarship programs are more generous than ever
before," says Adm issions Director Virginia O'Brien .
"The Trustee Scholarship for transfer students has just been
increased to one-th ird of tuition . That's equal to $1,150 for
students entering in September 1979. And the scholarship
will increase if tuition increases."
If you graduate from Bronx Communit Colle e (or
any accredited two-year college w1t a cumulative
grade-point average of 3.3 or better, you qualify
automatically when you enroll full-time at
~delphi .

Adelphi answers the financial needs of students with many forms of scholarships and
financial aid . For more information, use the
coupon below or call.

Scholarship Hotline: (516) 294-8100 Ext. 7683

A~!~B~hi

The answer.

------------------·

Return this cou pon to:
Inqui ry Room, Levermore Hall . Adelph i University, Garden City,
Ll .. NY 11 530
0 Please send me scholarshi p and financial aid information. and
an appl ication.
My area of interest is:
Name

Address- - - - - - - - -·- - --

·--

City·- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP- - -
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NEWS

Death c0111es in •any colors
This article is an excerpt from a paper
released by the V. A . entitled "Biological
Action of Herbicides Used During the Vietnam War. "
"Prior to the introdu\:tion of these
chemica ls for military purposes, considerable know ledge wncerning their possible biological actio ns already was available
based on animal ex periment s and human
exposure during the Vietnam War, resear-=h
on this subject was extended and after the
war it became possible to study some of the
effects of the chemicals on elements of the
Vietnam population. The available
literature embraces several thousands of
published papers. There also are numerous
industrial technical report s.
During the war defoliants were known as
agent Orange, agent Whte, agent Blue and
agent Purple. These "agents" were mixtures of known' herbicidal chemicals. Agent
Orange was used predominantly during the
latter phases of the war. All use of herbicides was terminated during 1970.
The main chemicals used in making up
these agents included:
Pidoram: To xicit y No . 2 (equal to
ethanol), LD/ 50 for man : 'l z to I KG
Cacodylic Acid: Toxicity No. 3 (equal to
diesel fuel), LD/ 50 for man : V.. to 'lz Kg
2, 4-1>: Toxicity No. 4 (equal to aspirin),
LD/ 50 for mall' 1/ 10 to '14 KG
Dioxin: Toxicity No. 6 (equal to
strychnine) . In some samples of 2, 4, 5-T, the
highly toxic contaminant 2,3, 7, 7
tetrachlorodibenzo-paradioxin also known
as TCDD or Dioxil), was present in concentration s up to 40 parts per million.
The toxicity scale is based on the acutely
lethal effects of these substance s. For
clarification, it may be mentioned that for

ethanol, which has a toxicity value of 2, one
would have to consume approximately a pint

Job hunting techniques
In March, we requested that student s who
planned to commen-=e careers subsequent to
June, or August, graduation , register with
the Placement Offi-=e.
We have scheduled a series of Job Orientation / Interviewing Techniques Semmars to
assist students in the development of selfmarketing strategies. We will discuss
preparation of resumes, dressing appropriately, writing covering letters, handling
an interviewer's quest ions, demon strating
confidence, and negotiating salary.
Finding a job can be extremely frustrating,
or, a valuable and exhilarating experience.
Everyone will have advice for you, and much
of it will be coni radictory, the effect of
which is to leave you completely befuddled .
We believe that our offit:c can assist you in
nlanning the kind of job-getting t:ampaign
that will serve you as well in the future as it
will now.
Did you know that:
• Job Hunting s trategic~ are for the purpose of getting an interview. Only interviews
get jobs; everything else gets interviews .
*You arc not required to specify your

height, weight, marital status, number of
dependent s, etc, on your resume .
*Gaps in dates on a resume wuld suggest
that unfavorable factors occurred during
those dates or in your work history .
• References should never be included on a
resume.
*Critit:ism of a former emplo yers, etc . during an interview wuld seriously hamper your
chances of being offered that job .
*You don't have to apologize for things
you can ' t t:hangc, such as lack o f cxpericnt:e,
age, etc
*Certain words and expressions wn vcy
confident:e while others imply unt:crtainty
and lack of confidence.
*Salary and benefit s should be discussed
only al'ler an offer has been made .
*It is OK to brag a little about you accom plishments.
If you would like to learn the reasons
behind some of these ideas and principles, as
well as numerous other pitfalls to avoid in
t:onstructing a resume, and traps to av oid
during interviews, we !>uggcst that you wntact John F. Leonard at the Locw Hall Job
Placement Office soon.

60 student iobs open
The Mangement Internship Training for
Careers in Business Program will be interviewing prospective students for our new
program early this June. We will have sixty
slots available for Bronx Community College students.
Requirements
Requirements for this program are:
• Students must have filed for Financial
Aid for the 1979-1980 terms (including
Summer school) .
• Students must be enrolled in a Business
Administration, Secretarial Studies, or any
other business-related curricula.

• Students must have 45 credit s or more,
and a Grade Point Index of 2.30 or more.
• Students should be interested in a
managerial position in Private Industry.
• The program offers a stipend of
$101.50 per week for 27 hours of work . In
addition, students will receive $56.00 per
semester fot the purchase of books and supplies, along with $150.00 per semester for
tuition assistance.
• Studen\S must be willing to attend
school during the evening beginning with
the Fall 1979 semester, in order that t9'
rna be able to acce t full-time employ

to a quart of pure ethanol to achieve a lethal
effect. Strychnine on the contrary would kill
after the ingestion of a few drops only.
Animal studies have been carried out on
mice, rats, guinea pigs, rabbits, dogs, pigs,
sheep, chit:kcns, birds. cattle and aquatic
neaturcs. Human studies include industrial
workers in factories where the ~.:hemcials arc
produced ; agricult.ural and railr oad or
highway wo rkers who used the mat erials or
who were accidentally sprayed by the poisons
or absorbed the material s after cutaneous exposure; persons who attempted suicide by
swallowing, the chemicals; Vietnamese
citizens who were known to have been exposed to the herbicides; and t:hildren who were
born to some of these Vietnamese.
The cumulative information about the herbicides indicates relatively little toxicity on
which to base firm wnclusions which may be
applicable to American military personnel,
other than negative findings . There essentially is no information yet inniminating these
substances arc carcinogens for man.
The toxic at:tion of Dioxin is best known
from animal experiments and the main effects are tissue edema, liver necrosis, gastric
mucosal hypertrophy, gastrointentinal erosion, thymit: and lymphatic atrophy . Socm
experiment s suggest fetotoxi c ity,
teratogenesis and tumor production .
The problem of what harm these compounds may have done long-range to
American military personnel is not solvable
by taking isolated int:idents out of context.
Many statemcns regarding adversary effects
the -herbicides remain unsub stantiated.
However, since there is real possibility that
certain mlitary personnel were significantly
exposed to some of the herbiddes, the
Veterans Adminsitration is decisively interested in exploring all appropriate

parameters of possible long-range human
adverse actions of these chemicals. Every
veteran who presents a claim that he has some
form of illness which he believes may have its
origin in an exposure to herbicides will receive
careful and sypathetic consideration. At the
present time, however, the Veterans Administration has no conclusive data incriminating the above listed herbicides as
t:ausative agents of any known category of
disease or chronic symptoms.
Nor is there persuasive evidence that the
· bit:ides mav increase the incidence or enhance
the harmfulness of any naturally occurring
disorders. Nevertheless, the data presented
concerning each case will be thoroughly examined and judged on their own merits.
Speculation that Vietnam veterans may be
harboring a chemical time bomb in the sense
that significant residues of the herbicide
chemicals may be stored in their body fat to
be released in a concentrated dose during
periods of illness or stress, appears to be no
more than speculation. There is no recorded
cvid.:n~e tnat thi s has indeed occurred .
Nevertheless the Veterans Administration
will take L'• lgnizancc of all such theoretical
possihilitil' and search for facts which may
correlate 1111h thl'' l' considerations. It is the
present position of the Veterans Administration that the illnesses and disabili(ies of
veterans arc adequately understood and that
all probable environmental causes of ill
health arc being wnsidered in our day to day
management of the health care of veterans.
However, all new substantive evidence concerning disease etiologies and modes of
patho-genesis will continue to be explored in
the same vigorous manner in which the Vetertans Administration has in the past
cr,deavorcd to identify every cause of ill
health among veterans.

Merchant Assails

Banking_policies
"Leading wmmcrt:ial banks and government sponsored lending in~titutions arr
disavowing their stated commitment to promote minority ~mall business cntcrpri~es."
This was the den ounciation by Metropolitan
Spanish Mcr~hants' Association president
Johnny Torres before the May gathering of
150 minority businc s ~ per~on s at Bronx Com munity College.
"Politics, it' s all politics. " deL:idcd Torres
as he assailed banks for thier "highl y
disniminatory'' lending practi~c s agaimt
hispanic entrepreneurs in the city of New
York.
Investing in the hispanic enterpreneur is a
good investment, said Torres. "Proof of thi\
is in the su-=cess aL:hievcd by our (l'v1etro)
Credit Union, which ha s issued over $2
million in loam over the past 5 years with a
phenomenally low delinquency rate of less
1han 2 per cent."
Torres, who is also general manager of the
Metro Spani sh Food Cooperative, a
multimillion dollar firm, and publisher of
Food Trade monthly Vocero Mercantil, was
one of the featured keynote speakers at a
"Symposium on Small Business Opportunities" spon sored by the College's Small
Business Development Skills Program for
Minorities, the Bronx Chamber of Commerce, and the Metropolitan Spanish Merchants ' Assot:iation .
Prececding Torres, Bronx Chamber of
Commerce offit:ial Martin Dolgow had
outlined the wide ranging services offered by
the Chamber under its technical assistance
'
after the 20-week on campus training .
For further information, contact Ms . (
Shirley Hughe s , Counselor, Gould
Rdidence Hall, Room 412 , extension 552

program, which includes free wnsultation
and ad vice on legal and finant:ial matters,
and other su~h areas as business expansion
and regulations .
"A businessman need only contact the
Chamber's technical assistance staff at
367-7200 and briefly identify his problem or
need," said Dolgo1\, "he would immediately
be given a telephone number of a professional
volunteer with whom he wuld discuss his
problem or need ."
Speaking on behalf of the College's small
businc~s program, program direL:tor Fernando Oliver opened the night with a brief
dest:ription or the opportunities available
through his program. "Last October., we
began the program offering a series of free
courses and seminars espc-=ially designed to
train bu siness and potential business persons
in the art of small business management,"
stated Oliver. "Now, we are proud to announce that ou r program is already providing
on site tet:hnical assistanL:c to program
enrollees and soon, pending on renewed funding, we arc looking at a projected program
expansion which will indudc library and
employment related services.''
The activity concluded with a post forum
reception in which attendees had the opportunities to confer with leading public and
private figures present. Among the
distinguished guests were leading representatives from Citibank and Con Edison-both
of which partially financed the activity-as
well as four t:hambcr of commerce presidents
from the New York City area .
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Bronx Community salutes
students with awards
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Gonzalo Escobar Memorial Award
To the College Discovery students demonstrating outstanding academic and personal
achievement to Helen Murphy and Jose Muniz.
Annette Goldenberg Memorial Award
To the student demonstrating excellence in scholarship and general character to Jeannette Stewart.
Grand Street Boys' Association Award
For superior scholarship and high quality of character; to encourage and foster
emulation of the lives and high idealism of the late Judge Jonah and Mrs. Harriet
Goldstein to Ernest tee and Victor Rodriguez.
Elizabeth King Memorial Award
For high moral character and scholarly achievement to Miriam Torres.
Harold Levine Memorial Award
For unselfish service to the college community to Yvette Tallon.
Gittel Silverman Memorial Award
To the student who has rendered unselfish service to the college and community to
Jennlse Allen.
Thelma Spaulding Memorial Award
For superior scholarship and high moral character to Dorris Corrigan.
Mel Winter Memorial Award
Presented to a graduate who has shown outstanding qualities of leadership in an official position in day student government and/or in a chartered student organization to
Apolinar Trinidad.
Morris Meister Medallion
In memory of the first president of Bronx Community College, Dr. Morris Meister.
Bronze medallion in Science and Engineering Technology for scholarship, character,
leadership and contributions to the students and to the college (Awarded by Tau Alpha
Pi National Honor Society for Engineering Technologies, Beta Delta Chapter) to Jorge
Torres.
James A. Colston Alumni Association Scholarship Award
For a graduate with a superior academic record who intends to pursue a career in
higher education to Jeannette Stewart.
Abraham Tatsber Award
In memory of the first Dean of Faculty of Bronx Communtiy College. To the Liberal
Arts and Sciences student ranking highest in scholarship to Marlene Becker.
Sidney Silverman Award
In honor of the first Dean of Administration of Bronx Community College . To the
student who has made outstanding contributions to the college to Janet Frazier.
Accounting Club Servkc Award
To a graduating senior who has rendered outstanding service to the local community
to Jenell Ellis.
Black, Puerto Rican and Hispanic Facult}' Association Scholarships
To the two students exhibiting academic excellence, high mor.al character and leadership ability to be announced May 25th.
Departmental and Curricular Awards
Biology and Medical Laboratory Technologl

Medical Laboratory Technolog)· to Raquel Ortiz
Dr. Israel (;ottesman Memorial Award
For competency in Biology or Medical Laboratory Technology to Vicki Braunstein.
BUSINESS AND COMMERCE
Accounting
January 1979, Bertha Law; June 1979, Robin J. Chauncey.
Business Administration
January 1979, Lyllis M. South; June 1979, Deborah Tallor.
Management, Marketing, and Sales
June 1979, Juanita 0. Gill.
Data Processing
January 1979, Charles Ra}; June 1979, Chuck Goon.
Alexander's Award
For superior scholarship in the subject of Retail Merchandising to Juanila D. Gill.
:'llew York State Society of CP.A's Award
January 1979, Aida Ace,·edo; June 1979, I>eborah Taylor; August 1978, Sarah
Wilson
Robert Kissel Memorial Awards
To students demonstrating high moral character and excellence in the study of Accountancy to Bertha Law, January 1979; Deborah Ta)·lor and llalasari Armogan, June
1979; Sarah Wilson, August 1978.
CHEMISTRY
Pre-Pharmacy
August 1978, Der)·ck K. Josephs; June 1979, Chawewan Tantayopin.
Chemical Technology
January 1979, Marva Mamby; June 1979, Manuel Herrera
Communication Arts and Sciences
January 1979, Helen Murphy' June 1979, Jennell Ellis; August 1978, Joseph Martke.
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES
Engineering Science
January 1979, Paul R. Comrie; June 1979, Ernest Lee.
Electrical Technology
January 1979, Jorge Torres; June 1979, Raymond Rene.
Mechanical Technology
Lou Carlin Memorial Award
For scholarhsip in Electrical Technology to •·erdinando I>elfini.
YORR)' Segal Award
Presented to a student who seriously intends to continue studying in the field of
Engineering Science and Technology to Kendolph A. Thomas.
ENGUSH
January 1979, Dorris Corrigan; June 1979, Leo Spivak.
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Health Education to Yvette Tallon
Physical Education to Deborah Woods.
HISTORY
January 1979, James Henderson; June 19'79, Ernestro Castro
MATHEMATICS
January 1979, Paul R. Comrie
Irving Handel Memorial Award
Irving Mandel was a conscientious professor and outstanding mathematics educator
who was dedicated to his students. This award recognizes a student majoring in
mathematics who demonstrates promise in the field of mathematics education to Ernest
tee.
MODER:'~~ LANGUAGES
F'rench
In memory of Dr. Rochelle Bernard to Tyrell Williams and Leo Spivack.
German
June 1979, Tyrell Williams; August 1978, Rhoda Mashiah.
Italian
August 1978, Pia M. Miller
Spanish
For a student whose first language is not Spanish to Stephanie Merchant.
For a student whose first language is Spanish-In memory of Professor Antonio Armas to Priscilla Vasquez, August 1978.
MUSIC AND ART
Art
June 1979, Yvette Talton
Music
June 1979, Alan Givens
Florence Meister Memorial Award
To a student demonstrating progress and promise in the field of music to Rafaela
Hernandez.
NURSING
January 1979, Joyce Brito, June 1979, Unda Brucato
Beatrice Perlmutter Memorial Award
To a nursing student in the graduating class who has demonstrated academic excellence in the theory of Nusing, in memory of Dr. Beatrice Perlmutter, Chairperson,
Department of Nursing, 1965-77 to Joyce Brito.
Irwin Sayer Memorial Award
To the nursing graduates with the highest index to Joyce Brito, January 1979; Linda
Brucato, June 1979.
PHYSICS
American Association of Physics Teachers Award
To the outstanding physics student of the year to Ernest l.ee.
SECRETARIAL STUDIES
January 1979, Angelene Roman; June 1979, Veronica Dawson.
Edith White Rosenfeld Memorial Award
To the students excelling in Business Teaching or Secretarial Studies who emulate the
high ideals of the late Edith Rosenfeld to Esmeralda Pabon and Evel}n Rin·ra.
SOCIAl. SCIE:'IICE
.
January 1979, Uoris Corrigan and Verline Quick;June 1979, Shirley Burke; August
1978, Marlene Becker
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
(Education Associate)
January 1979, Bernice Crocker; June 1979, Marilyn Mercado and Kathie Contreras;
August 1978, Beverly Rhett
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THE YEAR OF THE CHILD

BY Nick Hodges
My name is Nick Hodges. 1 am a minority uncorrected? The situation has gone ~o long
for education. I personally thank each one of uncorrected because of our own passive acyou for, if you finish, reading about ceptance, blind fear, and an unwillingness to
something that should have our total concern stand as men and women for so worthy a
and support for what has now become the cause as our own children. Today's high
socially grave, yet ironically neglected situa- school seniors need only to display question regarding our children's education. The tionablc sixth grade skills in order to
mission of this organization is: to raise the graduate. The following is an example of a
Reading Comprehension Standards to their question appearing on this years competency
proper grade levels, Grades Kindergarten exam required for graduation from high
1hrough Twelfth Grade. To Raise the school this June:
Arithrnatic Standards to their proper grade
"Fred has four candy bars. If he
levels, Grades Kinderg.arlcn up 1o and in- divides each bar in half, what is the tots/
;: luding the Twelfth Grade.
number of pieces he will have? 8... 2... 16.. .
4. ,, _

Damon Watts: "Yes, because they are
loveable, cozy and nice. Sometimes they gel
out of hand, but ~· e're onh· human. We're
just like grown-ups. We have ears, eyes,
nose, and a mouth just like ever)'one else.

Why is the mission of Minorities for
Education ~o totally important? The mission
of Minorities for Education is vitally important because no self respecting American
citizen will live the animalistic subhuman existence that most of us have accepted as life
in America. As long as we are held ignorant,
we will not realize how important it is to be
educated or how to stand tall as men and
women in the "Home of the Brave" and
become true Americans in "The Land of the
Free." As long as we continue to silently consent to being held ignorant, we will continue
to waive our voting rights that our Mothers
and Fathers fought and died for in the past.
As long as we continue to ignorantly believe
that the lack of pigmentation is the higher
wealth of a man, the quality level of educa:on offered to public sc hool children in
minorit y community will continue to be
that of New York City's sewer systems. What
do you find in New York City's sewers?
That's right you find shit, human, animal
and industrial shit. That's the quality of the
education our children arc receiving in New
York City's public schools. We as adults
should want more for our children; we
should want much more for our children. We
should be "MAD AS HELL AND WE
SHOULDN'T TAKE IT ANY MORE."
How is it that the situation has gonr ~o long

BY Joe L. Rempson
Some fifteen years ago, I set out to define
and pursue an area of scholarly endeavor that
would enable me to fulfill my desire to contribute to the improvement of the life of my
people. I settled on school-parent relations.
My assumption was that the school success

In light of "The Real Deal Facts" we must
not leave the monitoring of our children's
education up to the "Jim Crow" statu s society that holds us in contempt. We Must Stand
Up as men and women for the sake of our
children. We must make it crystal clear that
we will not accept this sewer level shit that is
being force fed our children in place of the
education that they need to make it in this
problem filled, rip-off, any anything but
white world that we find ourselves in.
Will organizations such as The Urban
League, NAACP, ASPIRA etc., work in the
behalf of our children's education? The
answer is NO! On April 2, 1979 I called The
New York Urban League's Midtown office
and spoke with the coordinator of educational programs and asked about the high
school competency exam that 7,000 seniors
failed in the fall of 1978. I asked first, what
the exam entailed? I was told that the test
covered sixth grade reading comprehension
and sixth grade arithmatic problems, no
english composition or grammar. I then asked what action they were taking because of
such a poor showing by New York City's
high school seniors. I was told that the Urban
League would be the main sponsor of a tutoring program to help the 7,000 seniors pass the
sixth grade competency exam. My last question was: Why is the Urban League along
with other community groups encouraging
students with sixth grade educations to leave
schvol rather than pressing them to demand a
twelfth grade education. The answer was:
The best thing I could do would be to become
involved in the tutoring program designed to
help the sen.iors pass the competency exam.
These groups are working hand in glove
with minority oppressers. Helping them to
turn out high school seniors possessing sixth
grade educations into a world of commonplace PhDs is a cruel and unusual
punishment designed to insure an unfit
generation . To all of you who are willing to
break out your guns at the drop of a hat,
Minorities for Education is a cause well
worth fighting and dying for. America is the
home of the brave and the land of the Free.
Americans have education, jobs and do not
live in dark cavelike hovels.
I. NEW YORK TIMES. .

of the young, coupled with ample job opportunities, was the most essential factor in bringing about · such an improvement. My
analysis of the literature, together with my
life· experience, convinced me, · on the other
hand, that the motivation and readiness to
learn that arc so indispensable to school success come basically from the home.

RY Ana Caraballo
I chose 1he cducat ion field because I enjoy

Michael Grady Washington: 'Cus them
can't last, 'cus my mommy loves me, I lold
~· ou that yesterday. Uem can't scare nohod}·,
dem can't touch an~· thing when 'em want to
'cus dadd~· ·s alwa}·s make me angry. Them
listen to fathers and mothers.
BY Minna Goldman

working with children. Al~o. I have always
wanted to bcl·omc a teacher . When I was in
the fifth grade. I have admired my teacher,
mr ~. Kantor, hecasuc she was a considerate
and a pat icnl teacher. She was constantly
helping u ~ make it through the school year.
From th at period in my life I said I wanted to
he just like her . especially because she really
helped 1hose children that were bilingual and
had difficult ie\ in areas where some of our
parents could not help . As a rc~ult of this I.
too, ha ve alwa ys want·ed to help children who
would al~o have 1his sa me probe 1m in school.
Not only would I do my very best in all area'
of teach in g, bul mmt of all I would show my
love and friend ship as an individual. The
fa ct 1hat ed ucal ion is presented differentl y
now, i ~ vita l for me lo show my dedica tion .
Many tcaclll'rs want to do more for their
student s, but llu:v arc limited because or the

1979 has been designated as "The Interna-

tional Year of the Child ."
We very astute adults, very involved with
so many "important" concerns are to be
commended for having set aside a whole
year, 365 days, to focus attention upon our
children and the complicated problems they
face in trying to grow up in our complex,
often cruel, world.
But this special year should not be
necessary . Every year should be "The International Year of the Child ." The world's
children and their needs should be our constant concern. It is they who will become the
adults who will determine the quality of life
on this earth.
It is the obligation of all of us to see that
no child suffers the hunger or brutal physical
pain so many youngsters have learned to accept as a way of life. No chil~ should feel
unimportant or unwanted or unvalued . All
children are entitled to the loving care and
nurturing that will help them develop to their
fullest potential so that they can experience
joy in life and so that they can contribute
satisfactorily toward the betterment of all of
our lives.
Each of us must be involved in obtaining
what is best not only for our own children
but for all the children we know or see
around us and for all the unknown
youngsters all over the world.
Not this year alone but in every year mu st
we focus on what m a k e~ children develop
soundly and expend our energies to see that
all children, everywhere will in their turn
become loving, caring intelligently involved
adults who will place high priority on
creating a world in which children, and
adults, can thrive.

hampered.
I feel that it i' my obligation as a future
teacher to make education a pleasant experience for children . I want lo influence
their future li ves because Today's Young
People Arc Ton{orrow's Leaders. Knowing
1hat I have helped form 1he values of t hesc
future leaders would give me a feeling of
sat is fact ion . Educal ion i .~ much more 1han
reading and writing. Through education,
children learn responsibilit y and decision
makin g and I would help them realize these
goals.
Teaching is much more than a IJ to 5 job. It
is hard work! I feel I hat I have 1he dedication, patience, love and under.s tanding that is
ncccs ~a r y to be a good teacher . I also give all
my thanks to the teachers at Bron x Communit y College and the Special Ed. Lab in
Tech II.

As pertains to the situation at the time,
although the school could have been doing a
vastly better job in regard to both these factors, the greater burden still lay with the
.home (and community). By no mean s did thi s
absolve the school , however. My proposition
was that th e school, through a program of
school-parent relations, has a historic right 1o
ass ume, and should ass ume, responsibility
for helping to improve the hom e life of
minority children (and of course, as applicable, of all children) .
Today my views are st ill the same and have
in fact been reinforced and strengthened by
intervening resea rch and the results of a
variety of school programs. To me the International Year of the Child is therefore a fitting reminder that despite the fuss and fervor
of the last two decades, little in the life of
minority children has changed; if anything,
their lot is worse rather than better. Too
many are still experiencing, in the words of
the title of Jonathan Kozol' s memorable
work, death at an early age- death resulting
from the fact that too many have had improper dental care, are malnourished, receive
little or no intellectual stimulation, and lack
adequate love and attention.

My proposition that the school has a right
and responsibility to help rectify this situation is as applicable to Bronx Communtiy
College as it is to the public schools, the
focus of my past attention. Bronx Community Colleg~; ought to take advantage of the International Year of the Child to make the
betterment of the lives of the minority
children in the Bron x, it s community service
motif. It is an emphasis that, within the college, might pervade an array of courses and
lead to special courses and special activities.
Out side the college, it can result in advocacy
of child-betterment programs and facilities
and direct work with parents and community
groups.
The self-study done in preparation for the
Middle States evaluation last year indicates
that students would strongly support such an
emphasis. It revealed that they feel that the
college should be doing significantly more
than it is doing to help students to understand the responsibility of parenthood. In
response to this expressed interest of students
and to a broader fundamental community
need, in this International Year of the Child
it is incumbent on Bronx Community College
to take heed .

Andre Watts: Yes, because our mothers
love us and we love them too.
changes that arc occuring in today's society.
Bel·;.lu sc of rhis, children arc rhc ones hciug
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WOMEN , ma~!J~\!. C C go round
Ms. Janel halier is a warm, sim:ere person
who has demonstrated outstanding leadership quality at Bronx Community College.
Her index is 3.63, and her life is devoted to
assisting her fellow students and the College.
Among other tasks, she has served as
secretary of the I.O.C . in the Spring 1978 and
has been president of Phi Theta Kappa
Honor So..:iety sin(·e Fall 1978. Her contributions to rhe College have been many including volunteer work with lhe freshman
orientation for rhe last four semesters, with
the probationary students, and in the area of
recruitment. Currently, she is a student
representative of the Task Force for Recruitment. She participated in the College's
recruitmenl van program and was the voice
of the BCC radio commercial in the Summer
1978. She was among those students who
created the peer student aspect of the Probationary Workshop Program and is now a studen! facilitator in a pilot projecl lo aid
students under suspension .
Ms. Frazier is a woman of extremely admirable character, the mother of three
teenage daughters, and an admirable student
achiever.
'-lanq· Rodrii(Uel, one of the Learning
Center assistants, formerly worked in the
recording industry . A new special listening
wllection of Latin Music recordings has
recently started at te Learning Center in Sage
Hall through tht• intere>t of one of our Srudent assistants.
For some lime we have had requests for
this kind of music, but budgetary comidera1iom make it nece .. sray 1hat we limit pur purchases to instnh:t ional materiasl. Nancy told
me some of her contacts about 1he !.earning
Center and about our large hispani.: student
population. They re.~ponded with generous
donations of cxcdlcnt Latin rhythm rt:cor-

dings . The listings arc posted on our program
boards under " l'vtusic" and \H' wdcome
students to come and listen to them.
Jaqueline M. Kanter graduated from
Queens College in 1976 with a Bachelor of
Music Degree in Vocal Performances and a
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Music Education.

Janel Frazier al Nalional Phi Thea Ia Kappa
conference in Kansas Cily, MO.

When she was a 14 year old Junior High
student Margie Caslro watched a woman
teacher chop a wooden board in two using
only her hands. Margie was very impressed.
So much so that she enrolled in Jerome
Mackey's School of Martial Arts. Although
the teacher had displayed her skills in Karate,
Margie pursued Judo, a very different form
of martial art, A dedicated Judo Ka (Judo
person) since the beginning, her superior
abilities have brought her throughout the
United States and Europe for competitions.
She has won the Championship in America's
AAU Senior Nationals for the past three
years. In 1977 and 1978 Margie traveled to
London to compete in the British Open
Championships winning lhe coveted Grand
. Championship of women's competition.
Although Judo is mainly a man's sport,
women are making headway. Margie is one
of a very few pioneers who constantly train
and compete to bring women's Judo competition to recognition. Margie almost always

She graduated from BCC in 1974 with an
A.A.S. Degree in Music She is presently
working on her Master's in Music Education
at Queens College, CUNY . In addition Jaqueline is the Choral and Dance Director at
South Side Junior High School in Rockville
Centre, Long Island . She is also an Adjunct
Porfessor at Passaic Community College.
She studies \\ith Camilla Williams, formerly
of BCC.
lrma-Eslrel La (;uerre received her A .A.S.
from BCC in 1974. She received her Bachelor
of Music Degree from Manhattan School of
Music studying voice under Rose Hampton.
Presently she i~ a graduate student in the
Voi~c/Opcra

Theatre Department at the

Manhattan School of Music, studying under
\1argaret Hoswell. She has performed at the
l.iederkranz Concert Hall and has been
soloi~t for many choirs throughout the
metropolitan area, appearing also on radio,
television, and on the concert stage. She ha~
sung leading roles in the Opera Theatre at
M.S. of M.

Margie Castro and Lisa Hahn hang oul with local color in San Francisco for Judo
malch.

AHinnative

8\' Prof. Pelra 8askell

"A Black professor! Very pleased to
meet you. It is good to know a professor
who is Black." With those words, a male
student, obviously overheard me, burst into
our circle and almost embraced a friend of
mine to whom I was introducing, that
talented and dedicated Black artist among
us, Mr. Milo Timmons. Almost dislodging
her arm from it's socket, he shook it uo and
down, all the time beaming at her. She
smiled, knowingly, in return.
. That episode, in the lobby of the Gould
Student Center, on May 7th, 1979,
although disgraceful for an institution of an
83 percent Black and Puerto Rican enrollment, was like a balm to my troubled spirit.
My fight was, and still is not in vain. It does
make a difference . Black professionals arc
still in demand by many students. It signalled for me the other side of the coin to the
"over-night" vanishmenl of the Black
presence on this campus. It also poignantly
brought back to me certain lessons of
history that must not be forgoiten-lessons
regarding our society and equal educational
opportunity: the institution of affirmative
action; conditions that help realize affirmative action; rhe historically powerful
force of opposition to any significant Black
presence on City University Campuses by
the establish'llent.
As a native New Yorker, a Black professional, who is also Puerto Rican and
female, I myself, am not confused by the
issue of "minorities" in Academia. It was

uses her own money to finance these trips
and her training yet she is nothing less than
super enthusiastic . Judo is a major part of
her life and she does not see herself giving it
up easily. She credits her teacher and mentor
Mr. M. Eguchi of the Manhattan Judo
Center with instilling in her the proper
philosophy necessary to endure the rigorous
training yet still retain her femininity1Margie
trains constantly, devoting at the very least 2
hours a day, four days a week. And then
there's the lifestyle-early to bed, early to
rise.
At present there is no women's Judo
..:ompetition in the Olympics and there isn' t
much hope for the 1980 Olympics. But
Margie Castro and her fellow women competitors are doing everything they can to promote it. They themselves do the fund-raising,
publicity, and all the footwork. Once the
1984 Olympics are under her black-belt,
Margie will pursue her other dreams.

white teachers who touched me and encouraged me, helping me to overcome the
forces of oppression of a system pushing me
clo"'n consistently and trying to keep me
"in place." Affirmative Action was not in
existence then. It had never occurred to me
that Black teachers were a possibility. I
went :o school in Harlem, and in the South
Bronx during the F0rties and the Sixties.
It took the death of little Black children
in Birmingham, Alabama church, Blacks
and whites alike-killed or imprisoned,
among other tragic events of the civil rights
struggle that reated the climate for the
legislation behind the concept of Affirmative Aclion.
What is Affirmative Action?
Affirmative Action, still a very
1roublesome concept today, is based on actual law . As defined by the U.S. Commission on Civil Righh, Affirmati ve Action for
equal opportunities is, and I quote: "steps
to be taken to remedy the grossly disparate
staffing and recruiting patterns that are the
present consequences of past discrimination, and to prevent the occurrence of
employment discrimination in the future."
Affirmative Action requires that federally
funded institutions systematically analyze
present patterns of employment and hire
"minorities"-including women-where
discrimination has denied them equal
employment opportunities. Only with the
spillage of blood, tragedy, and the agony of
the sixties, was this mission born for the
creatipg of equal opportunity.

Act.

Perhaps one of the greatest Affirmative
Action dramas in the entire nation took
place right here on this campus during the
tenure of former President James Colston
(1966-1976). The impetus of open admissions and the force of law (law on the
books-don't forget) brought to this campus striking numbers of Black, Hispanic,
and other minorities. It took Affirmative Action to demonstrate that Blacks and
hispanics were capable of actively seeking
and attaining academic credentials.
It can be said without reservation that
Presidenl Colston actively participated in
the implementation of a federally mandated
and regulated affirmative action plan that
carried the follov.mg minimum requirements: (I) development of a data base
on all job classification; (2) a statement of
policy, forbidding discrimination; (3) Appointment of an individual in charge of affirmative action programs (4) exammauon
of the conditions of employment, including
recruiting, hiring, promotion, salaries, and
others; (5) identification of areas of underutilization and development of specific
measures to overcome these areas; (6)
In academic year, 1967/77, there were
blacks and hispanic faculty members. This
year, 197!l/79, there are 47. Has the affirmative action concept, fought by blood and
tragedy, so quickly been deleted from our
history? A careiul review of the Feb. 15th
issue of the Communicalor presents a fairly
complete statistical review, entitled "The
Masked Deflator" disclosed this tragic mor-

• •
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tality picture. In summary we are at this
point-an institution with an 82.2 percent
black and hispanic student enrollment and a
14 percent Black and hispanic faculty.
Whallo Do?
l urge all student organizations to join
forces with the student government and form
a mechanism for information and action that
works. Pressure must be placed on the
Governor and on the Mayor regarding the
composition of the new Board of Higher
Education to be appointed in June, 1979.
Concerned faculty, staff, residents and
friends must join in a united effort to correct
a situation so insidiously and overtly destructive of educational rights , privileges, and
obligations. Pressure must be exerted on
BCC's administration to protect the concept
of affirmative action and equal educational
opporl unities .
If an effective mechanism is to be designed, certain crucial questions must first be addressed by students: (I) What forces have in
the past distracted students and caused an
impressive student leadership to disperse it's
energies? (2) What conditions can create a
sense of unity and community? (3) What is
the best political power available to this community? (4) How far in the community might
you not extend the weapons of voter registration and education? (5) How might you best
use the power of the ballot? (6) How might
representative student bodies organize
around the goals of unity, information,
strategy (an effective plan of action), and
resistance.
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Librarians
applauded
We applaud the emergence of the library and learning center staff for
finally taking a stand on the non-reappointment of its two black
librarians.
One cannot help noting that this appears as a first effort nationally to
und, 'le effects of the Bakke ruling on the economic disaster to eliminate
Black professors in education today. Undoubtedly, their futures and
welfare being so intimately tied to the Black community is having a profoun,. and enlightening etlect .
We are enthused at the thought of increased productivity amongst theremainu•g library personnel, if these highly motivated young women are not
retained . The students, having been alerted to the loss of these two young
women will be carefully monitoring the quality of services they are receiving in the Learning Center and in the Library. How the library's administration failed to impact on these circumstances prior to having this
situation developed is unclear.
Is it coincidental that Blacks who have been employed with the City
University for over five years now find that they are being booted out just
as they are becoming eligible for tenure? Within the past five years it has
been observed that students tend to migrate toward faculty with whom they
can identify. It should be no surprise, that the most popular happen to be
the non-re-appointees. Is this why Blacks are being taken away from their
communities as resource people upon whom they can rely?
Why was Professor Palmer allowed to dangle for a year without being
granted tenure? How can a young woman end up without job security?
What good does it do to have a letter attesting to one's "outstanding ability
and dedication" from colleagues unless they help to make one's reappointment an economic reality?
What more does Professor Diana Hadgis have (except one month's service) than Professor Edith Palmer? Hasn't Palmer more than caught up by
getting a Masters in Media? Hasn't she outfitted herself to serve the student
body not only in the Learning Center but in the Library as well?
And what about Professor Elaine Christian? She has worked in the
CUNY system for six years. It is difficult to believe that Morton
Rosenstock can rise to the Presidency of the College-leave that post-and
return as chairman of the Library, and yet be unable to demand that
Palmer and Christian be retained. One would assume that anyone who
knows his way around City employment that well, could retain two out of
the existing three Blacks now on faculty .
Would you think that a founding member of this college, who is conversant with all the political figures in the city could have solicited the funds
(federal funds, local education monies, private foundation grants, etc.) on
behalf of these two Black women, enabling them to help their "remediation needy" Black-student community.
What channels were used to enable Annette Peretz's reappointment (she
having fewer years than Professor Edith Palmer)? Might not these same
channels be used in aiding two just as deserving colleagues?
How much money i~ being directed to the computerization of the
Library? Might not these ~urn s be used to retain the services of two valued
librariam insteau of purchasing a lot of very expemive hardwan:?
If thi~ month ', letter to the Editor is really sincere, the librarians who
sign ed the letter, will meet with President Brov..-n , and demand a reversal o l
1he deci sion not to reappoint Professors Palmer and Chri st ia n.

Black ambitions
8 \' Janel hazier
We Blacks, here on the North Eastern
Coast of the U.S., are quite isolated by
rough, competitive situations, budgetary
crises, general apathy and a definite shortage
of identifiable leadership. The constant battle against llegativc forces makes us susceptible to the condition of forgetfulness. We
sometimes forget our direction, which can
only be forward , and achieved through hard
work and determination . We seldom
remember how important being good at
something-anything-really ic,. It does not
set you apart from the crowd; it makes you,
instead, an essential mover, the dynamic
force of the crov.. d.
It took a trip to Ka nsas City, Missouri for
a Phi Theta Kappan , to put into intelligible
language the true meaning of an achieving attitude.
An argument heard many times is that Phi
Theta Ka ppa docs not rctkct "our" lives or
situations. It is not meant to. It is meant, instead, to renect our attitude toward lcadcrshtp, achtevement and excellence. II taken as
such, more of us would strive towards,
achieve and feel proud of our accomplishments and abilities . It's not what it
means in terms of the other guy, but, rather
what it means to each of us very personally.
The personal rewerds for hard work are

the reasons for continuous striving. When in
the company of others who arc motivated by
the same ideals, one find s it much easier to
pursue the better parts of their dreams.
If for some inane reason the exposure of
the dynamic force s of our peer group
becomes slack, or a wall of noncommunication exists between the role models and their
peers, then there is no continuity of effort
towards upward mobility! For example, if
you arc taught as a young child that the
neighbors next door are . evil because they
have money and comfort, you soon learn to
reject the ideas of money and comfort. You
will know in your heart that both items arc
necessary for your existence, but you will
learn to give into the programmed respon se.
You will feel yourself smothering and dying,
hut , th e need for identity and acceptance is
more immediate.
The answer is TO LOVE YOURSELF! In
loving yourself you will find the time to love
others because they do not threaten you . You
will know who you arc . You will know that'
you arc good and you will want to be better!
In this frame of mind, you will be able to
freely do the best that you can because you
will be doing it for the best person in the
world, YOU!!!
Janet Frazier is the president of Phi Theta
Kappa

Happy exams !

Killed by ''mysterious'' disease
It is inconceivable that the Federal Government thought that their indiscriminate spraying
of this defoliant , would produce no ill-effect s immediate or long-range on U.S. military personnel. This article clearly states that before the usc of Agent Orange, several thousand papers
and numerous industrial technical reports were available . I am a widow of a Vietnam veteran
who died in 1\·fay , 1977 of a "mysterious" service-connected di sease, which he had wntracted
during his tour of duty in Vietnam . I find it hard to believe that those in charge came to the
conclu sion that there was not sufficient evidence to even wn sider the harmful effect s on the
U.S. military personnel present.
However, the Veteran Admini stration has in the past and will continue to explore the issue
of potential long-range adverse effects. Also, V.A. hospitals have special forms and procedures for reporting the tests performed on Veterans claiming defoliant exposure. Regional
offices all over the country have also been given orders to help all veterans who claim
disabilities due to "Agent Orange" contamination.
I feel the Defense Department's actions against the Vietnam veterans are infamous. These
were men who fought not because it was right, but out of a sense of duty as American citizens.
The government showed poor judgment in deciding to use a defoliant with such powerful effects as a means to destroy heavy growth in the jungles of Vietnam.
We leave the final conclusion to you, the reader: was our government at fault?
These comments are by Deborah A. Alston, and are in agreement with the rest of the
Veterans Newsletter staff.
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letters to tile Editor
Financial redtape
I have been a full-time student at Bronx
Community College since September, 1977,
and sinee then have witnessed a definite
decline in the efficiency and compassion ot
most of the campus personnel.
Due to their incompetence, I have endured
several hardships, and my patience has worn
thin.
The blunder of a supposedly trained faculty member, caused my 1978-79 FAF/BEOG
application not to be accepted. I am sure
those students who have been in this situation
can understand the panic and desperation, I
experienced. After several months, I received, via mail, a package containing: one pink
letter (financial aid granted) one white letter
(check distribution schedule) and one blue
letter (NDSL eligibility). The NDSL letter
stated that according to my FAF /BEOG application, I would be receiving a N.D.S.l.
The pink letter informed me that I would be
receiving full TAP for the year 1978-79
($775.00), and a BEOG of $1000.00, to be
distributed in the form of stipends.
To make a long story short, upon inquiring
as to the amount of my NDSL, I was told by
the loan officer that I was NOT on the
records of the NDSL recipients, and that the
letter stating so was "probably mailed in error, as so many were sent out, one is liable to
slip in by mistake."
After much teeth-gritting and counting
from one to a thousand, I resolved myself to
accept my situation with the attitude of
"there is nothing I can do about it."
On May 4th, 1979, I proceeded to pick-up

my BEOG stipend for May 2nd, 1979 and
was told by the Bursars office that there was
a hold on my check because of "insufficient
funds"!&&&&! I had no idea what they were
talking about! I was then advised by this person at Bursar that I should speak to Rita
Berkowitz at Financial Aid for details.
I was informed by Ms. Berkowitz that I
would not be receiving my last two stipends
because "BEOG has to match whatever other
financial aid I was presently receiving, and
since I was only receiving TAP ($775.00), and
my BEOG stipends had reached $775.00, I
could not receive anymore checks". I asked,
"why wasn't I informed about this from the
onset?", and was answered, "because before
CUNY took over, that office (BCC) had control over these sort of transactions, but since
CUNY is the new boss, they were the ones
that had to do the informing." (Ahhh, the
good, old American tradition of passing-thebuck!).
So, here I am, without one cent in my
pocket, bills to pay, and no time to prepare
for it. I an writing this open-letter to the
Editor to inform the powers that be that this
is one student who is NOT going to sit still
and let the tide take her. I want action and I
am going to get it! Furthermore, I refuse to
let inefficient, incompetent, ill-mannered,
bureaucratic robots deter me from achieving
my educational goals.
I want action and I want it NOW!
Janel Rodriguez
S.I .. I.C. OHice
Grievance Commitlee Coordinator

No ROTC at B.C.C.
Vietnam, where 46 percent of the casualties
were suffered by minority soldiers. In addiThe BCC administration is attempting to
tion, rising unemployment, especially rambring R.O.T.C. onto this campus. This
pant among Black and Latin youth. forces
item.appeared on the agenda of the last colyoung people into the army. As
lege curriculum committee meeting.
soldier~ -white, Black, Latin, and
(ROTC, Reserve Officers Training Corps,
Asian-they are forced to kill their brothers
had been set up nationally to supply ofand sisters overseas. Faculty and students
ficers for the armed forces from the student
should expect that their studies at BCC lead
body.)
to more productive careers than this.
Why is ROTC being introduced here? In
Arrarantly, the administration feel~ that
the past few years, the super powers have
money and students will be anracted to this
been involved in an alarming number of
campus by such a program , but we should
"minor" wars to maintain influence in
have nothing to do with, this blood money .
areas of the Mid-East, Asia and Africa. The
Such programs simrly do not belong on
primary reason for the involvem ent of the
any campus . IJuring the Vietnam war
U.S . and Russia in these wars is the desire
period, students and faculty all over the
to maintain and enlarge a cheap sour..:e of
country fought against and forced the
resources and labor, as well as future
withdrawal of ROTC from the campuses .
markets. However, the U.S. volunteer army
Students at Jackson State and Kent State
is unable to provide sufficient manpower
were even shot by National Guardsmen in
for anticipated military escalation.
their
fight against the Vietnam war and the
In preparation for a major way, the
of military programs. After such
existence
government is in the process of reintroducing the draft . The ROTC is an important
heroic fi~ht s to eliminate ROTC. the administration now has the gall to try to set up
part of the recruiting program. The army
ROTC here. We say no to this.
hopes that a corps of Black ana Latin ofBronx Community College InCAR
ficers will make the armed forces seem more
International
Committee Aganst Racism
acceptable to minorities in general. The arFor
informaiton
on lnCAR, see Prof. B.
my wants a large number of Blacks and
Stein,
Gould
Tech,
room 112, ext. 264.
Latins to fight its battles, as was done in

Nursing students
Nursing students are failing! What is the
problem; and why are we failing? Many of us
have displayed exceptional performances in
other courses; but when we go into the nursing program, we just don't do as well. Is nursing any different from a child psychology
course, a history or chemistry course? Is it
the faculty, the books used? Is it the presentation of materials or is it our "lack of intellectual ability?" We must as a body stop
and. re-evaluate-now! Most of the facult y
have years of experience. They arc here to
teach. If you, as students, don't understand,
confront your instructor, without being intimi<;lated, and seek out the solution to your
problems. It is their responsibility to perform
effectively in lecture; and it is their responsibility to make themselves available to student needs!
Nursing students have been so systamatiz-

ed at BCC, that we are now compelled to
believe we are not "good enough" for this
program. We begin to get a feeling of worthlessness; so the race for a "C" grade is our
aim . The mass reduction in the nursing program also causes severe oppression.
There are no easy solutions to the dilemma
that plagues the nursing department ,
however the Nurses Association supports the
follo\ving, as a course of action for survival
for present and future nursing students:
( 1) Take advantage of the Nursing
Association Study Skills Program and Test
Taking Seminars (see posted schedule).
(2) Consult your upper classmen, as they
can serve as a last minute resource measure.
(3) Organize! Join in and help the
organization plan an effective strategy for the
fall. WE NEED YOU NOW!
Anonymous

·~

librarians supported

To te Editor:
Also, it should be noted that no member of -o
The undersigned join with you in deploring
the non-reappointment (neither was a can- the department serves as a committee ~
didate for tenure) of Professors Christian chairperson and time devoted to committee
and Palmer, both recognized by every meetings is divided more or less equally
member of the Department of Library and among librarians. In this conclusion, Prof.
Learning Resources as librarians of outstan- Christian now serves as the elected departding ability and dedication. However, the im- mental representative of the Curriculum
p:ication that their reappointment was not Committee as well as the elected delegate of
supported by the department is totally false. the department to the Library Association of
Every member of the department, including City University. Professor Palmer serves as
the chairperson, urged their retention. Un- the elected departmental representative to the
fortunately, under the procedures mandated Committee on Academic Standing and is the
for the College by the Board of Higher department's representative to the Senate.
Education, the final decision does not rest Their election to these importamt college
with the Library Department. In the case of committees is evidence of the high regard in
Professors Palmer and Christian, the positive which they are held by their colleagues.
judgment of colleagues who have worked
Finally, we believe that all the students
with them daily for years was overruled at a they serve and the academic strength of
higher level by people who have had little or Bronx Community College will be casualties
no opportunity to observe them firsthand. if the decision not to reappoint Professors
Furthermore, there is no way in which the Christian and Palmer is carried out. We
non-reappointment of Professors Palmer therefore join you in urging the college adand Christian "protects" · others. Quite ministration to reconsider this action before
the opposite is the case. Their loss places we lose two outstanding and needed members
Library and Learning Center services in of the college community.
serious jeopardy, will require librarians to
Anneue Peretz
Morton Rosenstock
work more evening and Saturday hours Oksana Klymowycz
Edwin' Terry
(thereby reducing service for the day session),
Julie Skurdenis
Jean Kolljner
and restrict the ability of librarians to provide
Donald J. Canty
Claire Schumacher
Judah S. Rackovsk)·
Diana Hadgis
individual asistance to students:.

Tuition (TAP) aid
To the Editor:
A recent issue ofThe Communicator carried a story concerning the possible increase
in tuition . The article stated that is tuition
goes up TAP will not cover the increase. This
is simply not true. If tuition is increased TAP
will go up by the same amount.
For example, students who now receive the
maximum ($775 per year) would receive $925
if tuition were increased by $150. Those who
receive $575 per year now would receive $725
if tuition were $925 . The only TAP recipients
who would not receive an increase are those
few who receive the minimum ($200).
In addition, if·tuition increases so too Wilt
BEOG award. Students who receive the maximum ($1162) would receive $1238, a $76 in-.
crease, if tuition goes to $925. The minimum
BEOG would increase from $176 to $262 .
Thus, for the majority of our students a
tuition increase would be a benefit.
Of course, the small minoril)' of B<.:C
students who receh·e neither TAP nor BEOG
wQuld ha\'C to pa)' more. But I he overwhelming majority have noihing to fear from a tui tion hike.
Uoug Strauss
Financial Aid Coordinator

Grateful secretaries
We have hccn pulling this letter off every
year, but decided-ENOUGH. It is time Ill
ack nowldgc 1he young people of the
Secretarial Studies Cluh and their [acuity
Advisor, Dorecu LaBlanc. The future ,
young secretaries greet us with warmth and
charm at their annual party for the
scnetaries in BCC every year. It is stu.:h a
pleasure to he rememhcred in I hi~ fashion,
for we arc at a stage of people 1101 caring .
At least there is one day iu the yea r that
Scnetarie' arc made to fed like QUEEN
FOR A DAY . Hats off Ill Doreen l.aBlauc
and the future, young SCLTC iaries oJ' the
SLCRI:::Tt\RI/\1. Cl.lJB. V,ie need you to
keep caring, and we certainly look forward
to meeting with you ucxt year.
IK(' Sccrl•laril's

Security harassments
1 was entering the Campus from the
University Ave. gate of the College.
Preceding me were 4 students; 2 young
women of a Hispanic appearance, and 2
young men who were Blacks. The two young
women were given permission to enter the
campus without showing an identification
carrd. The two young men were not. One did
not have his J.D. and was told by one of the

guards to go back, and enter thro4gh the
main gate. The other young man had his card
but chose to comment-by asking "Why this
morning when I haven't been asked during
the earlier part of the semester." This comment irritated the guard so much he attacked
the student before he (student) could take the
card out of nis shirt pocket.
These are the words by guard to student.
"Then you want to step and pass me mother
fucker?" With these words he stood with his
leg~ widely opened while he accosted the student. The student stood looking at him while
(he) the guard took his coat off! threw it on
the ground, and said "I want to crack your
fucking ribs." By this time he was standing
with his chest resting against the student's.
The student said, "You are spitting in my
face ." The guard then said "Show me your
fucking I.D." At this time he assaulted the
student pushing him forcefully .
The student then took out an I.D . and
showed it to him ; he grabbed it from the student and said "git it from me if you can
mother fucker." The student said "Hold it
out and sec if I won ' t." He (the guard) held
his arm out, the student grabbed at the card.
At this point he was manhandled by the other
two guards who were standing on the lower
steps.
Myself and two other students who were
just entering spoke out. The released their
holds. The accosting guard looked at the J.D .
card and said, "you have to follow me over
to the office to pick this fucking card up
Brown. Your mother is a fucker."
The Student: "Your mother is."
Guard: "You are nothing but a fucking
Rastafarian Brown ."
With these remarks they went toward the
direction of Loe\\" Hall.
Comments
Behavior of this kind should be totally
eliminated . If this student was in anyway aggressive I could understand. But this abnormal behavior on the part of the guard was
very uncivilized. This is a college, not a
prison . We need cultured people around
here, not hooligans. Students, as well as
guards, should maintain a set standard so we
can enjoy a pleasant atmosphere.
This guard in particular, a short man, of
m.edium build, appeared to be in his late 20's
or early 30's. He wears an afro with side
. burns. The student is also a young man; he
appeared to be in his early 20's, a slender
built young man. His head was covered, but
he also appeared to have a lot of hair on his
head. The other two guards were Hispanics.
While this one student was being harassed,
others were skipping by.
Vashtie Meek
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Phi Theta lappa Initiates, Spring
1979

Prof. Birnbaum wins lOK 2nd place, age 50·59

Suicide
l Continued from Page 1>
or facilities arc available 10 rcrson' ~.·mn
lcmrlaling ~ukidr'! Whal can lhc families or
friends of a ro1cn1 ial suicide do'! Where do
you go'? .
A sludcnl, whn wishes lo remain
anonymous, experienced the horrible lr.tgedy
ol' lo-.ing. a lo\'cd one 10 'uicillc . She wal~.:hcd
helrlrssly, as he reached our for heir al a
dcsrrralr momcnl and lx· given an aproinlmcnl lwo week~ in Ihe fulurc . i\1 Ihe lime of
the arpointmcnl. there were form' 10 he fill ed oul and d1:111ncls logo Irough and endless
~.·irdes of dale~ and lime~ and lilies 10 deal
wilh. "Suicide docs lllll work hy arpoinlmenl. When someone is lcclering on 1he
brink of making 1ha1 disa~lrous dcci~ion.
who 1he hell ..:an hold on for 1wo weeks. or
IWO da\·s or C\en IWO hours'!"
In order 10 view the situation from a
perspe..:li\e of a person in need's poinl ol
view. 1his reporter allcmpled Io chel'k oul
whal C\al·lly happem when a polenlial
su idde reaches oul.
Chel'king lhrough all the New York Cily
Dircclories lo find the lisled Sui~.:ide Pre\'Cnlion Centers, Hoi-Lines, Crisis Ccnlers ell'., I
found there wa~ a lisling for rad1 borough;
however. all 1hc numbers were lhe same.
(212) 4fl2-~~22. 1\l'lcr several busy signals. I
finally gol an answer and (you'll never
helic,·c 1his) 1here was a re~.:orded message
Idling me to go 10 1he emergency room of
1\ing's Counly Hosrilal in Brooklyn; or I
..:ould go in 10 or call any emergenl'y room in
my area, or I could call "Save-1\-l.ifc" al
(2121 7)fl-flllll in Manhallan.
When I called. I reached a Mrs. Margarcl
l'clcrson, who i' 1hc sc~.· rclarv lhne. Save-ALife is a l'omrklcly ,·olurllary organi7alion;
and il receive' "ln Federal. Slale or Cily
fund' . They offer a 24-hour lekrhonc crisis
wr,icc and 1rain 1heir own volunlccrs in a
l'OmrrehensiH' fi,e -wcek program . Mrs.
Pelerson said 1hal 1he volunteers mainly 1ry
10 reason wilh IlK· caller and lisll'n 10 lhem.
They also lry lo find oul if Ihere is a sre~.:ific
rroblcms and offer some solulions. Obviously, 1hcy cannol perform miradc~ over the
lclcrhonc, bul lhey do their bcsl in dealing
with a l'risis on an erncrgcn~.:y basis and have
resourl·es lo refer ~.:allcrs lo for irnmediale
1rea1mcn1. In the case of the aclual sui~.:ide,
they can and do lra~.:e the calls and acl as
liason between rolicc, telephone and ambulance teams. Mrs. Peterson stressed thai as
a friend of someone who seems distraught,

Ihe bc'l rhing 10 do is Ill lisll'n. (icl 1he personlo op'-·nup. Soml·liincs il', a mailer fairl\'
ca,ilv tkall wil h once the pn,on ha' \OnH:
dir'l',·lion and moral surport. If the prohkm
..:ails for out,idc ht:lp. trv to slcer th~.· pnson
to lh~: ri);!hl party or a);!l'nl'y. "Make that call
for them, l' \~n if th~:y '~em unwilling. (ill
with thcnt Ill th~.·ir appointntcnt. lk thnt•."
i\nolhcr similar scn·icc is llfkred by Dr .
Norman Vincent· P~ak'' rhnrch, called,
Hdplillt'. ~ .'2-2400. Unfllrlunalely, I failed
to reach them by phon~: aflcr many husy
signals.
Thl· onh other Sl:nirc ollercd i' in
Qu((ns. "Dial-l'or-Hclp" i' lisl~:d ohscurt:ly
in the telephone dirn·tmv hut the operator
readily gave their number a' (212) 464-7515.
It is a Stale Organi;alion allach~d lo lhe
Cr~edmor~.·
Psychiatric Unit in Qu~:cn'
Villag~:. They al'o offered a 24-hour hollinc
and ha\t: holh paid \tall and \Ohrnlccrs.
Afl~.·r inw,ligating Ihe fal.:ililit:S cil~· - widc , I
look~:d into what is available righl ht:rl' on
carnrus. and found lwo programs.
Dr. David iamond, College Psychologist
(hi. flX5) . lo~.:alcd in lowt' Hall. room JOO,
and his \Ccn:lary in 1.0 JOfl, are here expressly lo assi\1 sludcnls. His door i' always open;
and he i' willing lo help whalcvcr lhc problem. lfc ~:an rder sllrdcnt' for immediate
help oil-campus. Of courSt:, all informal ion
is confider II ial. When I asked him sp~:cifit:ally
aboul sukide pre,·cntion, Dr. Diamond
slaled I hal "I he key thing is lo gel the person
lo lalk and lo listen activcl~'; make an t•llorl
IO dirct:l thcnrlo SOIIlt:Onc if lhc rrohlcmcals
for oul,idc help." Again. make thai phone
t:all for them and .al'l'llmpany lhcm Ill appoinlmt:nls .
SI.IC is a sludcnl run organi;alion for the
bendil of all BCC \ltrdcnts. They otTer Peer
Counseling (\tudcnl' arc Irained in a 'ix -wcek
program). rdcrral,, and general rap ''-'"ions.
The \lafl' is geared Ill deal with a wide range
of sludenl siluaitons, probationary -.rudcnls,
drug and personal prohlcrm. They arc l'On ~.:crncd with how your own 'ilualion affct:ls
your ~.·ollcgc t:arecr. Their hours arc erral il.:
because il is run by sludcnls; but lhcy arc
1here' and 1hey wan I lo help.
II appears that the faculties available are
nol dead-ended. If you manage to gel an
open line. you will find sincere cor11.:erned
peorle trying to heir 1hose who find
themselves in a desperale or despondent slate
of mind.

Fay Adams
Annabella Azurdia
Eleftheria Babanikas
Wilhemina Bamigbade
Kenneth Brown
Doris Caceres
Rita Ann Elcock
Donald Felder
Florence Flannery
Glanford Forbes
Juanita Garcia
Milton Garcia
Lolita Gibbs
Joy Gordon
Harriet Hendler
Hemal K. Jaundoo
Keith Keating
Kathy Lee
lillian MacBain
Sylvia Monell
Norma Lee Moody
Kathleen A. Rivera
Yolanda Burwell SaMarion
Norma Segura
Ann M. Sestak
Mildred Velez
Victor L. Viera
Jean Van Beughem
Bronwyn White
M. Joy Worthy

Guards
(Continued from Page 1>
Uonald Cancienne, sternly declared that
although his office knew about the investigation, no close contacts were established with
the police while the investigation was underway. This statement was further reinforced
by President Roscoe C. Brown, who declared
that even he was not aware of the progress
made throughout the investigation. It remains a mystery how two suucessive press
releases from the President's Office
stipulated involvement with the investigation;
yet President Brown and Dean Cancienne
verbally denied establishing close contact
with the police. Furthermore if their verbal
statements are correct, it therefore raises the
question of how the Administration would
initiate an investigation of drug trafficking
on campus and allow a team of undercover
agents to roam freely throughout the complex, without establishing a direct line of
communication.
Student Government Chairman Appolinar
Trinidad, in an interview with the Communicator, blasted the Administration saying, "It is a shame that the Administration
invited the police to investigate in the Gould
Student Center, without informing me. In
fact, it was only a couple of hours before the
police came for the arrests that Richard
James, assistant to the President, held a
meeting with student leadership and inform- ·
ed them of what had happened and what was
going to happen. Although we, the student

.....,•.
STUDENTS
Earn $60-$$241) per week,
stuffing and addressing
Envelopes in New Expanding
Business. Work ~t home.

a

For Info: Send self ad·
dressed stamped
envelope & 25 cents to:
Chavez Enterprises

R.T. 1 Box 42A.
Courtland, Calif. 95615

We goofed
In the last issue of The Communicator we
suffered a few mistakes. The corrections are.
as follows:
Photos on page 5.
Domincan Club by Steve Vlasich.
V. Pres. from Alexanders by Julio
Rosario.
Prof. Seals was there, Police Depl.,
Students discuss careers and Dr. J. Jueckler
dances by Freddy Washington.
Pictures of Randy Nieves and Dr. J.
Jueckler were taken al PTK party, not the
Activities Fair.
Photos on front page by Carmen Mojica.
Photos on page 4, Jeanneue Rodriguez by
Julio Rosario.
leaders, have the same goals, the eradication
of drug selling on the campus, it was irresponsible for the Administration to handle
the matter the way they did." Similar charges
were expressed by other members of the Student leadership. Themost frequent was the
one which charged the Administration of
taking such decision without informing the
Student Government, since Gould Student
Center is administered and supported by Student Activities Fees .
Security Head Resigns
In light of the DA press release concerning
the indictments of the four security guards
and their outside connection, the Communicator questioned the Administration
about the December resignation of the exdirector of security E. Soto. A high ranking
member of the Administration, who requested that the name of Mr. Soto not be
mentioned, since he was not one of the indicted, acknowledged the coincidence; as
"Unfortunate," saying, "Mr.' Soto had
presviously informed us of his intentions of
resigning." Mr. So to, who lived in a reat free
house owned by the school, l22S Andrews
Aven., was unavailable for comment.
With Soto's resignation three months after
the investigation started, the Administration
stood firm in its claim that the former securit¥ head resigned for "personal, family and
health reasons."
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Tile Honda· Timmons Team

anotlter winne

"

Left to J'labt: Valdrka Ricketts, Keith Ran.dolpb, MJcbele Strona, Alleyne Clwmalne

r
'

-

Tom Blanco and Nura Rivera .

Karen Gaddy

Some patrons had the nerve to claim the recent Dance Workshop
was the best yet. And others who have been around a few years contest it's not so. Aftre 11 years of the Charlotte Honda-Milo Timmons (7 years for Milo) Modern-African dance extravaganzas the
real problem is they just don't produce bad shows. So one will never
know which was the best.
One thing is for sure you'll have to go a long way and look damn
hard at a lot of shows to find one to beat the Jasy performance.

John 0. Killens returns

as writer in residence

John 0 . Killen s, one of the leading Black
writers of o ur time , has been appo int ed for a
second yea r as Bronx Com munit y Co llege\
Writer-in -Resi dence. During the Fall '79
semester, he will be offer ing a cn~ative
writin g workshop for students, community
members and co ll(:ge staff. Work shop participants arc afforded the rare op portunit y of
receivin g a professional writer 's and ~k illed
tea cher 's cr itici sms, advice and encouragement -an ex perience not usually
avai lable to communit y college student s.
The Workshop is equivalent ot a 3-credit
course, and tuitio n costs arc $35.00/ credit.
Special arrangements allow for a limit ed
number of non-credit , no- fee participants .
Two sessions o f the Workshop are scheduled :
Thursday afternoon, from 2-4:30 p.m . and
Thursday evening, from 6-8:30 p.m.
Enrollment in the Work shops is limited ,
and interested student s should register during
the pre-registration period . In order to
register, student s mu st submit a short writing
sample for Mr. Killens' review. Samples
should be sent to :
John Killens Workshop

Stevenso n Hall - Jrd floor
{Any question s, call: 367 -7300. exte nsio n
667)
Mr. Killens, in desc ribin g his plans for the
Work ~ h op, sai d he "pla ns to construu an in ten sive creative program at Bronx Comm un i! y Co llege with ~ ~ re ss upon poetr y, novel s,
criticism, ~ h ort storit's , non -ficti on, drama
and screen writing." He is the au th or o f And
Then Wt· Heard the Thunder , A Man Ain't
Nothing But a Man, The Cotillion, 'Sippi,
Younghluod, Rlack Man 's Durden and
Skaves. Recently he completed a novel abo ut
the life and times of Alexander Pushkin, entit led Great Rlack Russian .
His essays have been published in many
leading magazines: Nalion, New York Times
Magazine, Saturday Evening Post, Holiday,
Pageant and Ebony.
One of his plays, Lower than Angels was
staged by the American Place Theatre in
1965. Another play, Cotillion, produced by
the Henry Street Settlement Hou se in 1976, is
being adapted into a Broadway mu sica l. He
has also authored two screenplays, Odds
Against Tomorrow and Slaves.

.a:

Left to right: Vil'kie Stril·kland (Chureographer), Carol Green,
lkborah Woods, Sharim Marsh. Rack Left to Right: Arthur Knight, Alberto
Ferrer, Tom Blanro, Ann Spenre, Wendell Love.

Woody's Manhattan
IJY Robert Sl·hlesingl·r
Rating A ±
To begin with, let me ~ay that Manhattan
is Woody Allen's finest film to date- and
very likel y the greatest American film made
in the past ten year~.
In thi~ film, Woody has combined a ll o f
1he po,it ive as pect s of hi ~ previous I wo
film s- Annie Hall and lntcriurs. into one
singular masterpiece of film making. It·~
a lm m t as if Allen had tctken the~e two motion pictures into a cutting room . a nd
emerged with Manhallan as the final product .
Wood y in th i~ film. seem ~ to por tray
hinhclf in obvious autobiographical terril\,
in the guise of the major c haracter , l~aa c
D av i ~. Th is is also the fir st time that th e
typi(al Woodv Allen "weakling" has adtkd
a great deal of strength and sophisticattion to
his usua l imccurity .
Along with Woodv's l ~;aac Da v i ~ . i' hi s
he' t friend Yale (!'v1ichalc IVIurph v). While
Yale i' a prett y decent fellow . he doe ~ a
have a habit of stra yin g away from his
marital V<lW\. So while he i\ continuin g an
a pparent ly happ y · marri age with hi s
wife- pla yed hy Anne Hyr ne. he i' in truth
carrying on an affair with a n elitist intelle(tual (Diane Kea ton) . Complicatiom hegin
to grow , when Wood y al~ o falls in love with
Keaton. therch y ruining a very strange rela tion ship with hi <. 17 year o ld girl friend
(Marie! Hemingway ). The performance of
~ s.
Hemin gway is trul y one o f th e
hi g hli g ht ~; of thi ' film , as she comhine~ all
of the innoce nce of a 17 vcar old. with a
st ro ng sense of maturit v the part l·a ll s for .
CPmp licating matt e r ~ C\T il great er. i' the
go,si py npO.'-l' writ ten bv Isaac·, former
wife on th eir ma rr iage. In descr ihin g thi -;
fHe vtous marria ge, Dav is (a il s hi s wife "a

Cultural
The West Bronx Higher Ground Cinema
and Cultural Center announced that it will
sponsor and activity titled "We Won't Be Run
Ou I of the City."
The activity will take place on Monday,
May 28th at 7 p.m . at the Calvary United
Methodist Church, which is located at 1885
University Avenue between Burnside and
West Tremont Avenue.
Featured speakers will be:
• Councilman Gerena Valentin, representing the Coalition in Defense of Puerto Rican

Woody Allen
bi -sexual when we were fir st marrird. and a
lesbian when we ~e parat e d. "
So. in truth , Manhattan is a film abo ut
relation,hips, and how thr y ca n- or (a n
not cx i-; t in a metropolis su( h a' New York
City.
Ano the r pf the ntt>rc <lttt,tandin g
l'eatures of thi s film. i-; the ex(cp tion a l
hlack and white phot ogra ph y of Ciilrdon
Willis. Some o f thr (a mera shot s of
Manhallan seem to havr hrcn drawn with
an artist's brush .
Also not to be ovr rlook ed is the wonderful ~<Htndtrack re(Ordi ng o r th e composition s of Gcorgr Gerswin. It i ~ difficult to
trul y under ~ tand the heautv of Nrw York
City . until you arc able to ~ re the skylin e or
Manhattan beh ind thl· mmi c o r "Rhap, odv
in Blu e."
It would not he n aggcrat ion to say that
Manhall:111 i' onr o f the finc ' t rilm' in IT ce nt memor y. IT i' al so nut an C\a ggcrati<> ll
to ~ a y that thi s motion picture 11111'1 he ~l'l' ll.

activities

and Hispanic Rights.
• Rev . Ron Davis, representing the Black
United Front.
• Ms .Lorraine Holts, Planning Board No .

5.
• Maxie Rivera and Victoria Menger, from
the Morris Heights Neighborhood lmporvement Association .
• Angelo Gonzoli, from the West Bronx
Higher Ground Cinea,
We will also show the film "EI Pueblo se
Levanta" (The People Will Rise) . Everyone
is invited to this activity .

